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CYRUS – Corsican-born, New Yorkbased artist Agathe Snow’s recent work
weaves a historical narrative through the
monumental landscape of our collective conscience. Architectural idols of
Western civilization as we know it – the
Eiffel Tower, the Empire State Building,
the Leaning Tower of Pisa, even McDonalds’ “golden arches” – pervade her
multi-media installations like zombies
arisen from a provincial cemetery to
inhabit our cultural psyche. Such resurrections seem to have been the conceptual foundation for “All Access World,”
Snow’s early 2011 solo show at the
Deutsche Guggenheim, and similarly
haunt its accompaniment “You are
here,” a collaboration between the artist
and Mykita, the Berlin-Mitte workshop
for hand-assembled, high-end eyewear.
The result was an edition of two hundred “Cyrus” sunglasses. The model’s
frames take an iconic, 1960s form, but
do away with the chunky metal screws
and acetate of the standard Wayfarer in
favor of a lithe, QHRQ SLQN ÁDWPHWDO
silhouette. Its black, mirrored lenses,
however, are hand-painted with the gold
outline of two familiar geographical
wonders, one ancient and one modern:
the Pyramids of Giza, and the pre-9/11
skyline of Manhattan, two panoramas
haunted, in their way, by the ghosts of
Empires past. As such Snow puts the
ubiquity of her favorite symbolic monuments, quite literally, right in front of
our noses.

www.mykita.com
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Philip-Lorca diCorcia, W (March 2000), #8,
2000 Courtesy David Zwiner Gallery
Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Eleven,
Freedman Damiani, Bologna 2011

DICORCIA – The forlorn glare of Isabelle Huppert, French cinema’s mistress of audacity,
on a deserted street in nighttime Paris; Nadja Auermann, dressed to convey power, in a
Bangkok conference room, judging a table of Thai women clad in little more than starshaped pasties; two ladies who lunch, in pearls and bouclé, with a much younger man, at
Windows on the World, the fabled eatery atop the late World Trade Center. These
moments stand out, among many, in the body of work the photographer Philip-Lorca
diCorcia created for W magazine between 1997 and 2008, an opulent and abstruse visual
journey that takes the viewer from Cairo to Los Angeles, with stops in Paris, St. Petersburg
and Havana, among other locales. Voyeuristic, claustrophobic and character-driven, the
SLFWXUHV KDYH LQ FRPPRQ D ÀOPOLNH TXDOLW\ XQGHUVFRUHG E\ WKH SKRWRJUDSKHU·V XVH RI
hyper-saturated colors and atmospheric lighting.
DiCorcia’s highly produced and meticulously composed narratives also epitomize the
bold imagery featured in W during the tenure (1993–2010) of creative director Dennis
Freedman. Considered one of the great creative directors of his generation, Freedman,
who was once quoted as saying “I believe that a picture is a sacred thing,” elevated the
standing of fashion photography with his formidable eye for talent, inimitable taste and

carefully cultivated work relationships with some of the best names in the industry –
names like Teller, Sorrenti, McDean, and Klein. He encouraged these photographers to
rethink the possibilities of commercial photography and to explore ideas – aesthetic, emotional and psychological – in the pages of his magazine. Sensing early-on the increasing
overlap between art, fashion and commerce that happened in the nineties and two thousands, Freedman also invited major visual artists to collaborate with the publication. The
resulting editorials proved that fashion was as much about mood, place and identity as it
was about clothes, and introduced the dark notions of danger, uncertainty and grit into
the sunny world of American fashion magazines. Unbound artistic experimentation, however, comes at a price, and Freedman oversaw some of the most expensive shoots in magazine history; in 2004, for instance, Bruce Weber photographed haute couture on real-life
elephants. With the recession of the late 2000s, the rules of the game changed and the golden era of W under Freedman came to a quiet end. That special moment in American
magazine publishing is duly captured, however, in Eleven, a new book that unites diCorFLD·VHOHYHQSRUWIROLRVIRUWKHPDJD]LQH,WLVDÀWWLQJÀUVWUHOHDVHIURP)UHHGPDQ'DPLDQL
the joint imprint Freedman started with the Italian publishing house after leaving W.

TROPICAL – What’s more summery
than the fruity goodness of a raspberryÁDYRUHG LFH OROO\" 3ODVWLF EDQDQD HDUrings! Just ask Miuccia Prada. Her
latest Spring/Summer collection was a
wonderfully pop, if slightly nutty, meditation on what she herself called minimal baroque. Of the ornate architectural order, Prada took an undulating line
and, above all, an all-out festive mode.
Shocking orange blocks, cherubs mounted on acid-green curlicues, and fur fox
stoles in Yves Klein blue assaulted the
eye from her runway – a riotous celebration of form, variety and fantasy. But a
keen appreciation of the history of art
has never stopped the Milanese designer from embracing the kitschier, more
mundane pleasures of existence with
equal delight. And even a fashion goddess needs some starchy sustenance
from time to time. So Ms. Prada followed the trail of Baroque – which
meandered across the Atlantic in the
17th century – from Italy to Latin
America. There, she picked up a basket
of fruit, which is surely where she found
the Warholian pair of bananas that
GDQJOHG IURP KHU OREHV DW WKH ÀQDOH RI
that kookily triumphant show. The unequivocal message: that this be a season of color, optimism and unrestrained
imagination.
www.prada.com
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